RFP CYF 19-09 Questions/Answers
ADDENDUM #1

TO: ALL POTENTIAL BIDDERS

FROM: Ryan Bolles
DSCYF – Procurement Administrator

DATE: April 11, 2019

SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS (RFP) – CYF19-09 Evidence Based Family Evaluations & Court Testimony

The following are specific edits being made to this RFP:

1. On page 4 of the RFP under “Staff Credential” the State is striking the entire sentence and replacing it with the following, “Whether an individual bidder or a bidding agency, to be eligible for contract award the bidder must propose staff who meet the stated educational and licensure requirements at the time of proposal submission.”

2. On page 4 of the RFP under “Agency Bidder Accreditation” the State is striking the entire sentence which made agency accreditation a requirement.

3. On page 8 of the RFP under “Education and Experience” the State is striking the first bullet identifying a type of degree is required. All other educational and experience requirements remain.

4. On page 11 of the RFP under “Evaluation Criteria” the State is striking the second bullet which made a type of degree a requirement. All other educational and licensure requirements remain.

All other terms and conditions remain the same.

If you have any questions, please contact H. Ryan Bolles at herbert.bolles@state.de.us or 302-633-2701